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Abstract The storage capacity of the batteries in an

electric vehicle (EV) could be utilised to store electrical

energy and give it back to the grid when needed by par-

ticipating in vehicle to grid (V2G) schemes. This par-

ticipation could be a source of revenue for vehicle owners

thus reducing the total charging cost of their EVs. A V2G

simulator has been developed using MATLAB to find out

the potential cost saving from participation of EVs in V2G

schemes. A standard IEEE30 network has been modelled in

the simulator which uses the MATPOWER engine to un-

dertake power flow analysis. A novel control algorithm has

been developed to take advantage of the difference be-

tween the selling and buying electricity prices by charging

and discharging EVs at the appropriate time. Two scenarios

are simulated to compare the total charging cost of EVs

with or without the utilisation of V2G technology within

the power system assuming a total of 5000 EVs. The results

of the simulation show that the applied control strategy

with V2G is able to reduce the charging cost of EVs by

13.6 % while satisfying the minimum requirement for state

of charge (SoC) of the EV batteries to complete their next

journey.

Keywords Electric vehicles, Cost saving, Electricity

price, Vehicle to grid

1 Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) are predicted to be one of the

main clean transport options in the future [1]. In addition to

lowering the amount of greenhouse gas emissions, these

vehicles can increase energy efficiency and reduce oil

imports [2].

However, due to the additional demand that these EVs

impose on the power system, they could cause many

problems for grid operators if a significant number of them

charges simultaneously. In places where the grid is close to

its capacity limits, more investment should be envisaged to

reinforce the network infrastructure.

The energy stored in EV batteries is normally used for

powering the vehicle, but it could also be fed back into the

grid when electricity prices are high to potentially make

some profit for the EV owner if they are rewarded from the

grid for the service. The concept of injecting power back

into the grid from EV batteries is known as vehicle-to-grid

(V2G) [3]. Automobiles are on average parked 96% of the

time which increases the chance of them being available

and connected for V2G operation [4]. Therefore, by using

smart controllers, these vehicles could be charged when the

price of electricity is low and give some energy back to the

grid when the price of electricity is high if their stored

energy is higher than the immediate transport requirement

of the vehicle owner.

Some relevant work has been done to study other re-

searchers on the impact of V2G on the grid and the benefit

of V2G participation for the vehicle owners. Sierzchula

et al. [1] have explored the relationship between financial

incentives and other socio-economic factors to the adoption

of EVs in several countries. They found that financial in-

centives, charging infrastructure, and local presence of an

EV manufacturing facility can significantly affect a coun-

try’s electric vehicle market share [1]. Pieltain et al. [5]
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have proposed a way to evaluate the impact of plug-in

electric vehicles (PEVs) on the energy loss and investment

of distribution network. Clement et al. [6, 7] have shown

that uncoordinated charging of plug-in hybrid electric ve-

hicles (PHEVs) in distribution network can lead to local

grid problems, and therefore they proposed a coordinated

charging and discharging approach to minimize the power

losses and maximize the load factor within the system.

Ma et al. [8] have proposed a control strategy to charge/

discharge EVs by considering the electricity price. They

compared the results from two scenarios: with and without

V2G operation. However, they considered neither vehicle

movements within the system, nor the difference in the

SoC of EV batteries in the ‘With V2G’ and ‘Without V2G’

scenarios at the end of the simulations. This has led to an

inaccurate estimation of savings from V2G participation of

EVs. In addition, their simulation is only carried out for

one day, which is not long enough for the modelled system

to reach steady state condition. Zhong [9] has proposed a

distributed framework for demand response and user

adaptation in smart grid networks by using the concept of

congestion pricing in internet traffic control. They showed

that pricing information is very useful for regulating user

demand and balancing the network load. Further research

work reported in [10–13] also investigated the potential use

of EV aggregators in different electricity markets.

This paper investigates the utilisation of EVs as an elec-

trical energy store to take advantage of the difference be-

tween the selling and buying electricity price to reduce the

cost of charging EVs by selling some electricity back to the

grid during high electricity price and buying electricity from

the grid during the times when the electricity price is low.

This paper proposed a novel dispatching strategy which is

applied to the system for the charging and discharging of

parked EVs within the IEEE30 [14] network while consid-

ering their capacity, state of charge (SoC), vehicle move-

ment within the system, the electricity prices and the

requirements of the driver and power system operator.

2 Methodology

Software was developed by the authors using MATLAB

and MATPOWER [15] to simulate the standard IEEE30

model with 5000 EVs.

Two scenarios are modelled in the simulations and are

listed below.

1) ‘Without V2G’ scenario: The simulator uses the

control strategy to only charge EVs when ‘parked’ within

the network.

2) ‘With V2G’ scenario: The simulator applies the

control strategy to charge and discharge EVs when

‘parked’ within the network.

Figure 1 shows the standard IEEE30 model used in the

simulation. It has 30 buses and a total of six generation

plants. As detailed in Table 1, four EV multi storey car

parks accommodating 4000 EVs in total, are added on four

buses of this grid. In addition to these car parks, 1000 EVs

are randomly scattered within the network without going

into the car parks during the simulation.

2.1 Main assumptions for the analysis

To carry out the analysis for the system under investi-

gation, the following assumptions were made by the

authors.

It is assumed that each EV consumes only active power.

When the EVs are being charged, they consume 3kW

through 13A converters and when discharged they inject

the same power level back into the grid. The nominal ca-

pacities of all EVs are assumed to be equal at a capacity

selected by the user.

All of the parked EVs are assumed connected to the grid

and are able to be instructed by the control centre to be

charged or discharged if they participate in V2G scheme.

This means that there exists a robust and reliable com-

munication system between the grid control centre and

each parked vehicle. This system sends some information

about the EV to the control centre and receives the in-

struction from the control centre about the EV’s role in the

system.

2.2 EV movements within the network

The EVs are not stationary and move to different places

during a day. However, during weekdays, EVs which be-

long to the working people normally have a predictable

driving pattern, where it is assumed that they normally

drive to work and back home at certain time of the day. The

Fig. 1 IEEE30 power system with EV car parks added to four

different buses
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EV owners go to work in the morning during the weekdays

and return home sometime in the afternoon.

It is assumed that some EVs are randomly scattered on

different buses within the grid, but most EVs are parked

inside car parks. For each randomly scattered EV, it is

assumed that the workplace and home of the EV owners

are on two random different buses of the power system.

The randomly scattered EVs do not go into car parks, but

they can appear on a bus connected to an EV multi-storey

car park.

On the other hand, the EVs are assumed to be parked in

their allocated car park spaces when the EV owner is at

work, but when the owner goes home, the simulator treats

it as a normal randomly scattered EV. This means that the

software allocates a random bus, which is different from its

workplace (or the car park bus), to each EV for its home

location. It should be noted that the workplace and home

location of each EV owner do not change during the

simulation.

The simulator allocates the same travel pattern with the

same timing to each EV for all simulation days, but dif-

ferent vehicles have different start and duration time for

their daily journey. Each EV travels from home to work at

a random but constant time between 7am and 10am every

day. The travel duration of each EV is a random time

between 10 minutes to 1.5 hours with a resolution of 10

minutes. The ‘Work to home’ journey of each EV starts at

a random time between 4pm to 6pm with 10 minute

resolution.

2.3 Calculation of state of charge (SoC)

The simulator does not change the SoC of the EV bat-

teries when the EV is parked and not instructed by the

control centre to be charged or discharged.

The simulator accepts a minimum and maximum SoC

limit for the EV batteries. This minimum SoC limit se-

lected by the user is the absolute minimum value which

should not be reached even at the end of a journey, and it is

the same for all of the EVs within the system. Therefore,

the simulator has to find another secondary minimum SoC

limit for each EV based on the amount of energy it con-

sumes during its next journey to make sure that the EV

batteries do not reach this limit. In the control strategy, the

simulator uses this secondary limit which is not necessarily

the same value for all EVs. Obviously, this secondary

minimum SoC limit is higher than the initial minimum SoC

and does not vary during the simulation because the dis-

tance each EV travels in all of its journeys (‘Home to work’

or ‘Work to home’) is equal and constant during the

simulation.

At the start of the simulation, the software gives a ran-

dom initial SoC between the minimum and maximum SoC

limits to each EV used for the first time interval.

As the duration of ‘Home to work’ or ‘Work to home’

journeys for each vehicle are assumed to be the same and

the vehicles are assumed to have constant weight, speed

and route in both of their journeys, the energy (kWh)

consumed by each EV in any of its journeys are assumed to

be the same each day. To find this energy consumption the

simulator assumes that each EV travels during a commute

with the average speed of 20 miles/h [16] and on average it

consumes 0.25 kWh energy per mile it travels [17]. All of

batteries in an EV are modelled with one battery in this

paper. Therefore, when an EV is moving the SoC of its

battery reduces according to the following equation after

each simulation time step (10 minutes or 1/6 of an hour):

SoCtþ1
EVi

¼ SoCt
EVi

� �v� �E

C
� d� 100 ð1Þ

where t is the time interval (each one represents 10 minutes

during the simulation); SoCt
EVi

is the SoC of the battery of

the ith EV in percentage at the time interval t; �E is the

average energy consumed by each vehicle in kWh/mile; �v
is the average speed of each vehicle in mile/hour; C is the

capacity of the battery in each EV in kWh; and d is the time

interval of the simulation which is 1/6 of an hour.

In addition, when an EV is parked and being charged or

discharged the simulator uses the following equation to

calculate the change in the SoC of the EV batteries after

each time step:

SoCtþ1
EVi

¼ SoCt
EVi

þ Z
R

C
� d� 100 ð2Þ

where Z is equal to 1 when the EV is charging and equal to

-1 when it is discharging the energy stored its batteries

back to the grid and R is the rate of charging or discharging

of the EVs.

2.4 Simulator inputs

Table 2 shows some inputs entered into the simulator

before starting the simulation.

As shown in Table 3, the user of the simulator can select

the time that the vehicles are allowed to charge or dis-

charge during each hour of a day. These values are selected

Table 1 Car park details

Car park

number

Location

(bus number)

Maximum number

of EVs in the

car park

Rating

(MW)

1 6 1300 3.9

2 11 700 2.1

3 15 500 1.5

4 21 1500 4.5
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based on the requirements of the power system operators

and the EV owners. For example, in Table 3 charging is

allowed from 5 am to 6 am because the total non-EV de-

mand on the system is not high then, but V2G participation

is not allowed at that time of the day because the vehicle

owners might not want to participate in V2G just before

travelling to work in the morning.

As it will be explained further in Section 2.5, the user

selection in Table 3 to avoid charging or discharging at

certain time has higher priority than the applied control

strategy, unless the vehicle has a low SoC below the

minimum limit, in which case the EV will be charged

immediately after it is plugged into the system to reach its

minimum SoC limit without considering any other limita-

tion because satisfying the minimum energy requirement

for the next journey of the owner has higher priority than

anything else.

It is worth mentioning that that the simulator converts

the inputs in Table 3 to 10 min resolution data by assuming

that they are constant during each hour.

2.5 Control strategy based on electricity price

In this section the control strategy used to make deci-

sions about the time that the EVs should be charged or

discharged is explained. To achieve the goal of taking

advantage of the difference in the electricity buying and

selling price the following algorithm is applied to the

system with a time resolution of 10 minutes.

The flowcharts in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the algorithm

and the control strategy used by the simulator at each time

interval to make decision about charging or discharging of

EVs within the system. At each time step of the simulation,

the simulator looks at the SoC of all of the EVs within the

system, and if an EV is travelling, then its battery SoC will

be reduced by the simulator using (1), but if it is being

parked and plugged in to the grid the simulator implements

the following control strategy to determine what happens to

each EV in either ‘With V2G’ or ‘Without V2G’

scenarios.

1) In the first stage of the control strategy, the simulator

finds the EVs which have SoC below their minimum limit

in both with and without V2G scenarios, and it charges

their batteries without considering any other criteria.

2) In the second stage, the control strategy decides

which vehicles should be charged in ‘Without V2G’ case if

the vehicles are not being charged as a result of satisfying

the above condition (No. 1). In this ‘Without V2G’ sce-

nario, if the buying price of electricity at the current

simulation time interval is lower than 60% of the maximum

Table 2 Input data for the simulator

Number of randomly scattered EVs within the power system 1000

Nominal capacity of each EV (C) (kWh) 60

Minimum SoC limit ðMin SoCÞ of each EV (%) 20

Maximum SoC limit ðMax SoCÞ of each EV (%) 95

Table 3 Applied limits to the control strategy for charging or dis-

charging EVs at different hours during a day

Time of the day Charging allowed? Discharging allowed?

00:00–01:00 Yes Yes

01:00–02:00 Yes Yes

02:00–03:00 Yes Yes

03:00–04:00 Yes Yes

04:00–05:00 Yes Yes

05:00–06:00 Yes No

06:00–07:00 No No

07:00–08:00 No No

08:00–09:00 No No

09:00–10:00 No Yes

10:00–11:00 Yes Yes

11:00–12:00 Yes Yes

12:00–13:00 Yes Yes

13:00–14:00 Yes Yes

14:00–15:00 Yes No

15:00–16:00 Yes No

16:00–17:00 Yes No

17:00–18:00 No Yes

18:00–19:00 No Yes

19:00–20:00 No Yes

20:00–21:00 No Yes

21:00–22:00 No Yes

22:00–23:00 No Yes

23:00–24:00 Yes Yes

Fig. 2 Algorithm used at each time interval of the simulation
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buying price of electricity during the day which is being

simulated and SoC of the EV is below its maximum limit

and charging is allowed at the current time of the day

according to the choice of the user in Table 3, then the EV

will be charged with nominal rate.

In other words, to charge the EVs in the ‘Without V2G’

scenario in the second stage of the control strategy, four

conditions should be satisfied:

a) LEVi
should not be determined yet.

b) bt\ð0:60�Max bdayÞ
c) SoCt

EVi
\Max SoCEVi

d) The limits in Table 3 allow charging.

where LEVi
is the load of the ith EV at the current time interval

in kW, bt is the current buying electricity price in £/kWh,

Max bday is themaximumbuying electricity price during the

current day in £/kWh andMax SoCEVi
is the maximum SoC

limit of each EV in percentage. This effectively means that

the control strategy tries to take advantage of the price

fluctuation in the electricity market and minimize the

charging cost of EVs within the system.

This stage of the control strategy will be executed for all

of the vehicles in the ‘Without V2G’ scenario before the

simulator executes the next stage.

3) In the third stage of the control strategy, the simulator

decides which vehicles should be charged or discharged in

the ‘With V2G’ scenario if the vehicles are not being

charged as a result of satisfying condition a) due to their

SoC being below the minimum SoC limit. In this stage, if

the current selling price of electricity is higher than 80% of

the maximum selling price of electricity during the day

being simulated, and the SoC of the vehicle is above its

minimum limit plus 10% and discharging is allowed at this

time of the day according to the choice of the user in

Table 3, then the EV will be discharged into the grid at the

nominal rate (3 kW). The 10% deadband applied to the

SoC is used to avoid excessive charge/discharge cycles and

prevent conditions where the EV will be discharged while

its battery SoC is close to its minimum limit.

In other words, to discharge the vehicles in this stage of

the control strategy, four conditions should be satisfied in

the ‘With V2G’ scenario:

1) LEVi
should not be determined yet.

2) st [ ð0:80�Max sdayÞ.
3) SoCt

EVi
[ ðMin SoCEVi

þ 10Þ.
4) The limits in Table 3 allow discharging.

where st is the current selling price of electricity in £/kWh

and Max sday is the maximum selling electricity price

during the current day in £/kWh Min SoCEVi
is the

minimum SoC limit of the ith EV in percentage.

The simulator checks whether each EV can sell elec-

tricity before trying to check whether it can buy electricity

because selling electricity has priority in this control

strategy. This means that if an EV is not able to sell

electricity, the control strategy then checks whether it can

buy electricity in ‘With V2G’ scenario. The conditions

used to charge an EV at this stage of the control strategy

are the same as the conditions mentioned in the second

stage of this control strategy.

Fig. 3 Three stages of the control strategy used in the V2G simulator algorithm
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Essentially, at this third stage the control strategy tries to

take advantage of the price fluctuation in the electricity

market and minimize the charging cost of vehicles and also

if possible earn some money for the owner by selling

electricity back to the grid during high electricity prices.

In this control strategy all of the vehicles have the same

chance to be charged or discharged because the electricity

price is the same for all of them. In addition, in the ‘With

V2G’ scenario, it is possible that the control strategy cre-

ates a situation where some of the EVs will be discharged

to provide power for the charging vehicles. This could be

beneficial in cases that the charging and discharging EVs

are connected to a substation which is loaded close to its

capacity limit.

2.6 Load profile and electricity price

To start the analysis the simulator needs two more sets

of data which are ‘non-EV load profile’ and ‘electricity

price data’. To simulate the impact of EVs over five

working days (weekdays), the demand profile recorded in

the UK from Monday, 7th, to Friday, 11th of October 2013

[18] with 10 minute resolution is scaled down to match the

IEEE30 network load scale (nominal demand of

189.2MW).

The share of the non-EV loads on each bus of the net-

work is equal to the proportion of loads defined in the

IEEE30 standard load profile, shown in Table 4. The total

demand profile (without the load of EVs) used in the

simulation is shown in Fig. 4.

The active power which is produced from each gen-

erator in the IEEE30 model is also scaled to match the

change in non-EV load demand during the simulation. The

share of the active power from each generator is equal to

the proportion of active power generation defined in the

IEEE30 standard model [14] which is shown in Table 5.

The other loads (non-EV loads) within the system were

assumed to be constant during each simulation time inter-

val. Such requirement of constant voltage and power, over

a fixed time interval is necessary to run the load flow

analysis of the power system.

Figure 5 shows the selling and buying electricity prices

used during the simulation [19]. It is assumed that the

selling and buying electricity prices for all the simulation

days are equal to the prices of electricity on 12th of

November 2013 in the UK. The original price data with 30

minute resolution was converted to data with 10 minute

resolution to be used in the simulation.

3 Simulation results

At the beginning of the simulation the simulator allo-

cates a pattern of travel for each EV. As an example,

Table 6 presents the location of EV No. 1 during the first

day of the simulation. During the following days this ve-

hicle repeats this travel pattern.

As mentioned, there are 5000 EVs within the system and

each one has a storage capacity of 60 kWh, meaning a total

storage capacity of 300 MWh. In this simulation, the EVs

Table 4 The nominal share of non-EV loads on different busses of

the IEEE30 network

Bus number Nominal load

(MW)

Bus number Nominal load

(MW)

1 0 16 3.5

2 21.7 17 9

3 2.4 18 3.2

4 7.6 19 9.5

5 0 20 2.2

6 0 21 17.5

7 22.8 22 0

8 30 23 3.2

9 0 24 8.7

10 5.8 25 0

11 0 26 3.5

12 11.2 27 0

13 0 28 0

14 6.2 29 2.4

15 8.2 30 10.6

Fig. 4 UK electricity demand profile without EV loads over five

weekdays (scaled down to match the IEEE30 demand scale)

Table 5 Nominal generation capacity of the power plants used in the

IEEE30 network

Bus number Generation capacity (MW)

1 23.54

2 60.97

13 37.00

22 21.59

23 19.20

27 26.91
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need 41.6 MWh energy in total to satisfy the daily travel

requirements of their owners, so about 86% of the aggre-

gate energy storage capacity of the EV batteries will be

unused by the owners, and it could be utilised for the V2G

participation.

After applying the control strategy to the system, the

simulator determines the way that each EV is charged or

discharged during the simulation. Fig. 6 shows the SoC

(%) of the batteries of EV No. 1 in both ‘Without V2G’ and

‘With V2G’ scenarios during the simulation. As men-

tioned, the system controller always tries to ensure that the

EV batteries have sufficient energy to complete the next

journey successfully. When the vehicle is parked and is not

being charged or discharged, the SoC of the EV batteries

does not change, i.e. self-discharging is neglected. The SoC

increases when the EV is being charged and decreases

when the EV delivers power back to the grid or when it is

traveling.

As shown in Fig. 6, in ‘With V2G’ scenario, the SoC of

this vehicle battery changes within a wider range in com-

parison to the ‘Without V2G’ scenario as the EV is being

controlled to discharge the energy stored in its batteries

back to the grid in some occasions. This extra fluctuation of

the SoC of the batteries due to participating in V2G scheme

could potentially degrade the performance of batteries as

discussed in [20–23]. This issue will be investigated in

future work with an attempt to optimize the profit gained

from V2G participation of these EVs.

The following equation is used to find the total accu-

mulated cost of charging all the EVs in British pound (£)

up to time interval T while considering the amount of

money they earn due to selling electricity.

P ¼
XT

t¼1

XN

i¼1

ðLEVi
� d� xtÞ ð3Þ

where t is the time interval (i.e. each one represents 10

min); T is the time interval that the accumulated charging

cost will be calculated up to that point; i is the EV tag

number; N is the total number of EVs, and xt is the trade

price of electricity at time interval t in £/kWh which is

equal to selling or buying electricity price if the car is

selling or buying electricity, respectively.

The final saving of the ‘With V2G’ scenarios in British

pound (£) is found from the following equation which

considers the difference between the SoC of the EV bat-

teries in the ‘With V2G’ and ‘Without V2G’ scenarios at

Fig. 5 Electricity selling and buying price used in the simulation

Table 6 Location of EV No. 1 during the first day of simulation

Time of the day Location Bus number

00:00–07:30 Home 25

07:30–08:20 Travelling from home to work N/A

08:20–16:20 Work 28

16:20–17:10 Travelling back from work to home N/A

17:10–24:00 Home 25

Fig. 6 SoC% of the EV No. 1 during the simulation

Fig. 7 Aggregate accumulated charging cost of all of the EVs within

the system during the simulation

Fig. 8 Accumulated charging cost of the car park located on bus 11
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the end of the simulation. It is assumed that at the end of

the simulation the EVs in the ‘With V2G’ scenario use the

electricity with the average buying price to charge their

batteries until they reach the SoC of their corresponding

EV batteries in the ‘Without V2G’ scenarios.

S ¼ Pwithout � Pwith �
C � �Pbuy

100

�
XN

i¼1

ðSoCfinal
EVi;without

� SoC
final
EVi;with

Þ ð4Þ

where S is the amount of aggregate saving at the end of the

simulation made by all of the EVs participating in V2G in

comparison to the ‘Without V2G’ scenario in British pound

(£); Pwithout is the cost of charging EVs in the ‘Without

V2G’ scenario in British pound (£); Pwith is the cost of

charging EVs in the ‘With V2G’ scenario in British pound

(£) after subtracting the amount of money they earn as a

result of selling electricity back to the grid, �Pbuy is the

average buying price of electricity during the simulation in

£/kWh; SoC
final
EVi;without

is the SoC of the ith EV at the end of

the simulation in percentage in the ‘Without V2G’ sce-

nario;and SoC
final
EVi;with

is the SoC of the ith EV at the end of

the simulation in percentage in the ‘With V2G’ scenario.

The accumulated charging cost of all of the EVs within

the system in both ‘Without V2G’ and ‘With V2G’ sce-

narios during the simulation calculated using (3) is shown

in Fig. 7. Due to applying the control strategy some vehi-

cles were able to sell electricity to the grid during high

electricity prices in ‘With V2G’ scenario, so the accumu-

lated charging cost of the EVs participating in V2G is

lower than the vehicles in ‘Without V2G’ scenario. By

using (4), it can be concluded that at the end of the fifth day

of the simulation the EVs participating in V2G saved

£1800, which is 13.6% of the total cost of charging of all of

the EVs in the ‘Without V2G’ scenario.

Figure 8 shows the accumulated charging cost of car

park 2 located on bus 11 in both ‘With V2G’ and ‘Without

V2G’ scenarios. This figure is obtained by using (3) and

taking the load of each EV equal to zero (LEVi
¼ 0) if it is

not inside this car park at any time interval. When the car

park is empty (all of the EVs are parked at home or are

travelling), the value of accumulated charging cost does

not change.

Figure 8 shows that the accumulated aggregate charging

cost of the EVs when they were inside this car park (after

subtracting the profit they earn from selling electricity) was

52% higher in the ‘With V2G’ scenario. It happens because

the vehicles tend to charge when their owners are at work

(the car is inside the car park) due to lower electricity price

during that time. This means that despite EVs save costs by

participating in V2G, the car parks cannot make any profit

from the applied control strategy. Table 7 shows the

amount of financial loss of all of the car parks within the

system as a result of the EVs participating in the V2G

scheme. Apparently, all of the car parks should pay around

52% more for the cost of charging of their EVs if those

EVs are participating in V2G scheme in comparison to the

‘Without V2G’ scenario.

However, it does not mean that the use of car parks or

EV aggregators in future will be without any advantage

because they might provide some other services, such as

frequency regulation or ‘firming’ renewable power, and

make some profit by participating in such demand side

management or V2G schemes.

As the price of electricity in the power system reflects

the cost of generation, the control strategy used could also

lead to a reduction in the cost of electricity generation by

reducing the stop/start cycles of power plants.

It should also be noted that if the number of the EVs

adopting this control strategy becomes significant, the price

of electricity might change with the total demand profile

within the power system.

The upper and lower limits of 80% and 60% in the

control strategy were selected randomly in the initial

simulation. However, to compare the results of the

simulations due to different value selection for these limits,

Table 7 Accumulated extra charging cost of the car parks in the

‘With V2G’ scenario at the end of the simulation in comparison to the

‘Without V2G’ scenario

Car park number Extra cost (£) Extra cost (%)

1 914.28 52.35

2 496.76 52.57

3 361.08 53.18

4 1039.16 52.80

Table 8 Impact of changing the limits in the control strategy on the

aggregate charging costs in the ‘With V2G’ scenario at the end of the

simulation in comparison to the ‘Without V2G’ scenario

Selected limits (%)

(upper and lower limits)

Cost reduction

(£)

Cost reduction

(%)

80,70 1576.05 10.26

80,60 1799.77 13.63

80,50 1726.12 13.44

80,40 -241.914 -3.19

80,30 -234.74 -3.21

80,20 -234.74 -3.21

80,10 -234.74 -3.21

70,50 71.85 0.55

60,40 -1548.63 -20.42

50,30 -989.79 -13.55

40,20 -989.79 -13.55
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the values shown in Table 8 are applied to the control

strategy, and the results are also presented. Initially the

discharging limit is kept constant at 80% and the charging

limit is reduced from 70% down to 10% with the step of

10%. Then both of the limits are reduced with the step of

10%, but the gap between them is kept constant at 20%.

The best financial profit is achieved by choosing the values

of 80% and 60% for the limits in the control strategy.

Decreasing or increasing the lower limit from 60%, de-

creases the total financial gain from participation of EVs in

the V2G scheme. In addition, reduction of the upper limit

from 80% while keeping its difference with the lower limit

at 20% does not improve the financial profit from V2G

operation. The worst case is observed when the values of

60% and 40% for the upper and lower limits are selected

respectively. In that case, participation of EVs in the V2G

scheme causes an additional 20.4% increase in the aggre-

gate charging costs of all EVs.

4 Conclusions

EVs can not only be used for clean transport, but also

could be utilized as a responsive load or generator to im-

prove the performance and efficiency of the power system.

On average, EVs are parked a significant amount of time

during a typical day and have an energy storage capacity

which is usually more than the regular requirement of their

owners.

In this paper, the potential financial saving from par-

ticipation of EVs in a V2G scheme has been investigated.

A simulator has been developed within the MATLAB en-

vironment by the authors to model a standard IEEE30

power system with 5000 EVs. The utilization of EVs as

energy storage devices to take advantage of the difference

between selling and buying electricity prices was modelled

using a novel dispatching strategy to control the charging

and discharging of the EVs. The control strategy consid-

ered the electricity prices, the EV capacity, the SoC, ve-

hicle movement within the system and the requirements of

driver and power system operator.

The results from two scenarios of ‘Without V2G’ and

‘With V2G’ show that if the electrical demand and gen-

eration of the EVs are controlled appropriately with the

proposed control strategy, the EVs in the ‘With V2G’

scenario can potentially save 13.6% on charging costs in

comparison to the ‘Without V2G’ scenario due to dis-

charging their excess stored energy back to the grid during

the time of high electricity price. Therefore, participating

in V2G schemes can reduce the cost of owning an electric

vehicle, further encouraging their adoption.

Future work will focus on the impact of EVs on the low

voltage distribution network with a control strategy to

minimize the voltage deviation and avoidance of feeder

and substation capacity limits. In addition, the utilisation of

the aggregate battery storage capacity of EVs to offer the

support for power grid, such as frequency regulation and

‘firming’ of renewable generation will also be studied.
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